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ABsrRAcr

Flame perthite from greenschist-facies mylonites in the Killamey granite, near Georgian Bay, in Ontario, have been
examined using SEM back-scattered-electon @SE) images and electron-channeling pattems (ECPs). ECPs provide complete
crystallographic orientation of a grain, or a part of a grain, as small as 5 pm, and can be done anywhere within a polished section.
Also, EC involves high-resolution BSE imaging, and can distinguish phases on the basis of mean atomic number rather than
optical properties; it is therefore particularly useful in studying feldspars. Using ECPs and BSE images, we determined (1) the
relative crystallographic orientation of the host with respect to the flame, (2) the preferred growth-plane of the flames within
the sfructure of the host K-felclspar, and (3) the orientation of the flames relative to the strain fabric in the host rock. This method
gives more complete and more accurate information than the U-stage, and provides spatial information that cantrot be obtained
with X-ray-diffraction t€xture analysis. The K-feltlspar host and the albite flames share the same crystallographic orientation.
The dominant plane along which flame growtl has occurred within the K-feldspar strucflre is the same as that for perthite of
exsolution origin (;.a, paranel to the D axis and approximately 9o from the c axis). Only in cases where multiple sets of flames
are developed within 6 shgls crystal do other orientations occur. Relative to the rock fabric, flames are preferrentially oriented
within a range subnormal to the C and S foliations; where two feldspar grains come in contact, flames also develop normal to
their contact boundaries. Therefore, K-feldspar grains that are crystallographically oriented with the perthite plane subparallel
to the local maximum stress direction exhibit growth of abundant flames. Grains in other orientations develop only minor flames
or none at all.

Keyword*: electron channeling, scanning electron microscopy, flame perthite, feldspar, crystallographic orientation, Killamey
granite, Ontario.

Somaarnr

Une intercroissance perthitique en flammes provenant de mylonites d6form6es lors d'un m6tamorphisme au facies schistes
verts d4ns la granite de Killamey, prbs de la baie Georgian, en Ontario, a 6tE examin€n au microscope 6lectronique i balayage
avec clich6s par r6trodiffrrsion ddlectrons @DE) et clichds de sch6mas de canalisation d'dlectrons (SCB). l,es clichds SCE
donnent l'orientation complbte de grains, ou de poitions de grains, de taille 5 pm ou plus, et peuvent Ctre obtenus en tout point
de la surface d'une section polie. I€ur collecte est etr outre associde h des clichds RDE de haute r6solution qui perrnettent de
distinguer les phases grice i leurs nombres atomiques noyens plutdt qu'l leurs propri6t6s optiques; la mdthode est donc parti-
culidrement utile pour l'6tude des feldspaths. L'6tude a permis de d6terminer I'orientation pr6f6rentielle des flammes albitiques
(l) par rapport aux axes de fabrique de la roche et (2) pax rapport au rdseau cristallin de leur h6te potassique, ainsi que l'orien-
tation cristallographique de I'albite. Cet[e m6thode d'analyse de textures fournit une information plus conplbte et plus pr6cise
qu'avec la platine universelle sous microscope optique, et pennet aussi une localisation de chaque analyse qui serait impossible
par les m6thodes utilisant les rayons X. Les flammes albitiques et leur h6te potassique partagent la m6me orientation cristal-
lographique. ks flammes sont majoritairement parallbles au m6me plan que les l,amelles perthitiques d'exsolution, c'est-b-dire,
parallbles I I'axe I s1 fai5anf un angle d'environ 9o avec I'axe c. Des flammes ayant des orientations autres que celle des perthites
d'exsolution ne sont observ6es que lorsque plusieurs groupes de lamelles perthitiques coexistent dans un m6me grain. l,es
flammes sont en majoritd soit normales h la foliation .i de la roche, soit perpendiculaires l la surface de contact entre deux grains
adjacents; elles sont donc interpr6t6es comme 6tant parallbles d une direction de compression maximale. Les grains de feldspath
potassique dont les r6seaux clistqllins n'ont pas la bonne orientation par rappoft e ces contraintes extdrieures ne monftent que
des flamnes mineures ou m6me pas du tout

Mots-cl6s: canalisalion d'6lectrons, microscopie 6lectronique i balayage, perthite en flammes, feldspath, orientation cristallo-
granite de Killarney, Onurio.
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Flc. 1 . Back-scattered electron images of some of the grains of flame perthite used to collect electron-channeling pattems @CP)
of host and lamellae. All flames follow tle preferred orientation for perthite lamellae except in grains where more than one
set is developed , (a) P2il, gnin 113: two sets of flames are developed. The set tending from the top right to bottom left
has the perthite orientation; the other set is near the (001) cleavage. Both sets and host are homotactic. Orientation confast
(OC) can be seen in the surrounding quartz matrix. O) Grain I 17 shows approximately 40Vo replacemett. Flarnes are wider
at grain boundaries and fractures. (c) Grain 118 shows heterogeneous replacement QA407o). The quartz ribbon to the left
of the grain shows OC. The small grain of pertlite, above right of grain 118, shows 7G{0Vo replacement (d) Flame perthite
in a:r albite matix; internal flames initiate along a central ftacture in the grain. (e) Grain 120, two sets of flames; the set
trending ca. 25o counter-clockwise from the vertical are very rhin and sraigbt and have the perthite orientation. The other
set is more sigmoidal and shorter, originating from a microfault. (f) P139, grain 003; flame perthite grain in a strongly
foliated matrix. The prominent foliation is the C plane. Note the abundant small grains of flame pertlite in the matrix.



Inrnor:ucnoN

Electron channeling (EC) is a consequence of the
diffraction of elecftons by the structure of a crystal. In
a scanning electron microscope (SEM) operated
in back-scattered electron @SE) mode, an electon-
channeling pattern (ECP) can be produced to provide
complete information on the crystallographic orien-
tation of the target crystal. ECPs are the BSE equiva-
lents, in scanning electron microscopy, to Kikuchi
patierns observed in transmission electron microscopy.
Since independent ECPs can be obtained at intervals of
10 lrm 6ys1 an entire polished section, they are a
powerfirl tool to characlerize orientation relationships
of minslal5 and mineral intergrowths in rocks. Aftei a
brief review of the theory of elecfon channeling and
the methodology of producing and analyzing ECPs, we
present their application to the characterization of
flame perthite in the Killamey granite, southweslern
Grenville hovinceo in Ontario. Specifically, we deter-
mined (1) the orientation of the K-feldspar relative to
the host-rock microsffucture, (2) the orientation rela-
tionship between the albite flames and the K-feldspar
host, and (3) the orientation of the flames relative to the
host-rock fabric, using a single technique.

Fr"crm PERTTtrTE

Flame perthite consists of intergrowths of flame-
shaped albite lamellae in a K-feldspar host crystal. It
occurs in mylonile developed during refiograde green-
schist-facies metamorphism. Flame perthite forms
when Na replaces K in K-feldspar. The Na is released
by tle retrograde reaction ofplagioclase, in which the
anorthite component reacts with the limited water
available to form epidote. The K replaced by the Na
migxales back to the altering plagioclase to produce
muscovite @ryer 1993b).

The flame-shaped lamellae occur in distinct sets of
single or multiple parallel flames within K-feldspar
grains. Most commonly, flames originate at grain
boundaries or at fractures within grains (e.g., Figs. li, j)
and taper to a point within the grain. They may also
occur completely witlin the host grain, at least as
seen in section, or at inferred points of high stress such
as at the contact between feldspar grains. Within a
typical sample of quartzofeldspathic mylonite, some
K-feldspar grains may show as much as 5OVo replace-
ment by albite flameso whereas others show no
evidence of replacement.

Flames seem to have a preferred orientation relative
to the rock fabric. Finite tectonic sftain in a rock is
characterized by its X, Y, and Z directions. X is the
direction interpreted to be that of maximum princlpat
tectonic strain; Iis parallel to the foliation and perpen-
dicular to X; Z is normal to both X and Z and, for all
intents and purposes, is normal to the main foliation. A
monoclinic rock-fabric is commonly developed in
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mylonite; it is expressed in the rocks studied here by
a S{ fabric (Fig. 2; Berth6 et al. 1979, Lister &
Snoke 1984). In th;n sections cut parallel to the XZ
plane, ttre long dimension of the flames in grains of
flame pertlite has a preferred orientation relative to
the S-C fabric in the mylonite, subnormal to the S
foliation (Fie. 3).

The variability in extent of replacement and
the preferred orientation of the flames relative to the
fabric of the host rock indicate that there may be a
crystallographic control on orientation of the flames.
In order to address the problem of orientation control,
it is necessary to characleize (1) the preferred
orientation of the albite flames relative to the rock
fabric, (2) the crystallographic orientation of the flames
relative to the host K-feldspar, and (3) the crystallo-
graphic orientation of the host K-feldspar relative to
the rock fabric. We contend that all of these rela-
tionships can be shown most easily by the use of a
single technique: electron channeling on the scanning
electron microscope.

\o,

Ftc. 2. Skerch of J and C foliations showing the symmetry of
the microstructural fabric and the inferred sfess-direo-
tions in a S-C fabric: or and o, are the maximum and
minimum principal compressive stresses, respectively.
The direction of intermediate principal strain, I, which is
also the 2-fold axis of symmetry of the monoclinic fabric,
is normal to the plane of the skerch. The direction of
maximum principal extension, X, is inferred to be within
the acute angle between the S and the C directions. The
direction ofprincipal shortening, Z is normal to X and f.
The sense of shear along the C plane is shown.
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Flame Trends

Ftc, 3. Two-dimensional distribution of the orientation of the
long axes of 3222 flanes measured in the )Z section.
The diagram is in the same orientation as Figure 2. The
solid circle gives the expected (average) value, E, of
the orientation density. The dashed circles correspond to
depamrcs from E that are considered sipificant. Flames
have a strong preferred orientation normal to the S folia-
tion in the host rock.

Cnvsrur.rocnapruc ORm.{TATIoN ANALYS$
WIII{ Er-EcrRoN Cuemw;nc

Electron channeling (EC) was first observed in the
SEM by Coates (1967) and is well established in
metallurgy and material sciences (Ioy et al. L982,
Newbury et al. 1986), SEM-EC techniques have
remained in relatively minor usage in the earth sciences
because few SEM designs have been capable of the
overall perfomance required for serious crystallo-
gaphic investigations.

Electron channeling

The intensity of a BSE sipal is mostly determined
by the mean atomic number of the target. However, EC
is responsible for small (< 57o) but significant
variations in the BSE sipal. Incident elecftons are
channeledby afomic planes vlc coherentBragg scattering
of the inelastically scattered elecfrons @g. 4). Thus,

Flc.4. Electron-channeling effect. When the incident electron
beam strikes a given lattice plme, (tM, at the Bragg
angles, 0s, as in (a) and (c), electrons are channeled as a
result of coherent scattering, and a lesser fraction is scat-
tered back to the detector. When the electron beam strikes
the lattice plane 61 lsss 'han Qr, as in O), a greater fraction
of the incident beam is back-scattered. In a BSE image
produced by rocking or scanning the beam, the lattice
plane gives rise to a bright band with a width of 20s.
Kikuchi pattems observed in the TEM are negatives of
ECPs.
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the probability of channeling depends on the angle
between the beam ofincidenl electrons and the various
planes of atoms. For a particular set of planes, (l@,the
most significant changes in the probability of channel-
ing (and hence in the magaitude of the EC portion of
tle BSE sipal) occur about integer values of the Bragg
diffraction angle (0"). Because the extent ofinteraction
between elecfons and crystal structure depends on the
angle of beam incidence, characleristic changes in
BSE-EC emission only occur when all elecfrons are
taveling in the same direction; therefore, observation
of EC requires 6 vysll-gellimated 6Bam (i.e., divergence
angles <10-3 radian).

O rientation contrast and.
electron-clwnneling patterns

The EC effect can be recognized and studied with
two types of images: orimtation contrast (OC), also
known as crystallographic or channeling contrast, alord
ECPs. An OC image is seen in regular scanning mode;
it is well illustrated in the quartz grainr rullesading the
flame perthite in Figure lc, where individual grains and
subgrains can be distinguished. The confrast between
grains is determined by differences in their respective
amounts of channeling, which in turn is a function of
their crystallographic orientations relative to the beam.

However, it does not reflect the magnitude of the mis-
orientation between individual regions.

To produce a useful ECP, the incident angle of the
beam must be varied by an angle of -20o, and the BSE
intensity measured as a function of orientation. An
ECP is thus obtained either by rastering on a large
grain or by rocking the electron beam about a fixed
point. In the latter case, the rocking angle is determined
by the angle the incidentbeam subtends with the target,
which requires that the working distance, (i.e., the
distance between the lower aperture and the sample) be
less than 10 mm. In addition to the small working-
distanceo high contrast and a large black-level correc-
tion are needed to produce a channeling pattern. The
necessary moffications to the normal operating con-
ditions in the SEM (Frg. 5) are discussed in detail by
Lloyd (1985, 1987).

An ECP consists of a unique configuration of
confrast lines or bands (ag., Fig. 6c), each of which
represents a specific EC interaction with a particular
set of crystal planes. Therefore, the whole pattem
defines the crystallographic orientation at the point of
incidence. Lateral movement of the specimen does not
alter the appearance of the ECP unless the crystallo-
graphic orientation changes (e.g- the beam crosses a
grain or subgrain boundary), because the angular rela-
tionships between incident beam and crystal planes
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Ftc. 5. Schematic ray-diagram for SEM operation in (a) normal, and (c) selected-area ECP
mode. When the cross-over point of the beam is above, as in O), or below the sample,
the image produced is a combination of BSE and ECP images (Fig. 6b) (after Lloyd
er a/. 1981, Newbury et al. 1986).

(b) (c)
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FIc. 6. A good illustration of the
effect on the BSE image as
the cross-over point of the elec-
tron beam is lowered to the sw-
face of grain 116. (a) Normal
BSE image with beam scanning
as in Figure 5a. K-feldspar is
grey, albite is black (b) Cross-
over point half way between its
scanning and rocking positions,
as in Figure 5b. Note the con-
tinuity of the channeling patbrn
within the K-feldspar host, un-
intenupted by the albite lanelae.
(c) ECP produced when the
cross-over point is at the speci-
men surface, as in Figure 5c.
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remain constant. However, tilting the specimen will
change the ECP, as the relative orientation of the
crystal structure changes with respect to the incident
beam. Preferably, ECPs are collected on specimens
positioned normal to the incident beam of electrons.

Figure 6a shows a BSE image of a grain of flame
perttrite produced in sganning mode with a working
distance of 5 mm. To change the image from OC mode
to ECP mode requires some modification to the lenses
and apertures within the elecfron column (Fig. 5b).
Figure 6b shows the resulting image once this switch is
made, but the focal point (cross-over point) ofthe rock-
ing beam is not positioned on the surface of the sample.
As the cross-over point is brought to the specimen's
surface, the area from which the ECP is collecled is
reduced to a single spot (Figs. 5c, 6c). However, note
that the ECP in Figure 6c can be seen clearly tbrough-
out the entire gain imagsd in FigUre 6b, uninterupted
by the albite flames (black areas).

Effects of sample deformation

The spatial and angular resolutions achieved depend
not only on the beam conditions, but also on the nature
of the specimen, particularly if the specimen is
deformed. Specimens must have a constant lattice-
orientation over the region about which the beam is
rocked in order to produce a good pattem. "Hot-
working" and 'told-working" of crystals, resulting
from deformation, will have an effect on the ECp pro-
duced. "Cold-working" refers to the presence in the
crystal of a large density of dispersed dislocations
resulting from relatively low-temperature or high-
strain-rate deformation, and includes the effects of
specimen preparation; it results in a loss of fine detail
and contast. "Hot-working" refers to a dislocation
stucture indicative of recovery; it results in distortion
of the ECP (i.e., bending and inegular band-widths)
due to the development of subgrains with slightly
different orientations. If indistinct ECPs are observed
they are normally attributed to hot or cold working, and
the grain must be moved under the electron beam until
an indexable ECP is obtained.

Comparison of ECP with other techniques

(1) The pet'rographic microscope equipped with a
Universal stage only gives the orientation of the optical
indicatrix, which must then be transformed into
crystallographic directions. As the orientation of the
indicatix can change with the degree of Al-Si order
and composition, this process can be tedious. For the
orientation of triclinic minerals, the U-stage also
requires that the orientation of at least one crystallo-
graphic feature, such as a cleavage or twin plane, be
known. EC is more accurate and more rapid (especially
for low-symmeffy minsrals), and allows the complete
determination of the crystallographic orientation of

most minerals. Another advantage over the U-stage is
that SEM-EC has a resolution on the order of 10 pn,
far better than the petrographic microscope. In this
study, it has been possible to determine the orientation
of thin lamellae of albite that, on the U-stage, would
effectively disappear as the stage is tilted.
(2) InX-rayfabric analysis, overlapping 20 peaks are
a major problem for triclinic minelals such as
feldspars. Also, this technique in general requires that
phases or grain populations that are not of interest be
removed from the section. whereas SEM-EC can
be done on samples with mixed phases (e.g., quartz and
feldspar) or mixed grain-sizes.
(3) La.ae microdiff'raction and other single-crystal
X-ray method* may be capable of determining the
crystallographic relationship between host and flame,
but in EC, the same information can be obtained while
easily maintaining spatial information, as samples are
examined as intact polished specimens rather than as
separated grains.
(4) Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) only
allows examination of very small areas, and is there-
fore impractical for bulk-fabric analysis. Sample
preparation for SEM-EC is more snaightforward than
for TEM. The area that can be examined in the SEM is
limited only by the size of the sample holder. EC thus
allows examination of an entire polished section.
(5) Ekctron Bark-Scatter Diffraction (EBSD) also
relies on the phenomenon of electon channeling but
differs from the EC method used here in that the elec-
tron beam is stationary. The change in angle needed to
produce the diffraction pattern is achieved by detecting
over an angular range rather than rocking the incident
beam. This requires that the sample stage be tilted at a
moderate angle to the incident beam, in order to
accommodate the EBSD detector. Although EBSD is
capable of much higher resolution, BSE examination
ofthe area to be analyzed by EBSD requires constant
adjustuent of sample position and orientation. ECP
collection does not require that the sample be tilled
relative to the elecffon beam, and it is possible to image
grains in orientation-conffast mode and collect ECPs
without changing the orientation of the sample.

It should also be noted that ECP analysis is typically
combined with the production of a high-resolution BSE
map of the sample. A beneficial consequence of the
extra preparation necessary for EC is the orientation
contrast which, nnlike srandard BSE analysis, permits
the distinction ofindividual grains and subgrains ofthe
same mineral.

Ersnp.rtranlrar, Pnrcrounn

The samples used in this study are taken from the
Killamey granite, which outcrops 20 km north of
Georgian Bay on the southwestem Grenville Front in
Ontario @ryer 1993q Haggm et al. 1993). Two
samples were cut from mylonite, which formed during
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Ftc. 7. Computer-generated
map of the electron chan-
neling bands for micro-
cline. A lattice plane is
represented by I or more
pair(s) of lines corre-
sponding to the bound-
aries of the band. Each
segment represents a 45o
section of the total reflec-
tion-sphere. The tips of
each seguent join to-
gether to produce a
sphere. The directions
ll00l and [001] are indi-
cate4 and the basal plane,
(001), is shaded.
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tbrust faulting and have undergone retograde meta- collected from 120 K-feldspar grains from which a
morphismtothegreenschistgrade.Extensiveelectron- recognizable pattern could be derived; 49 of the
microprobe analyses have been done on the feldspars collected K-feldspm patterns (4LVo) conld be indexed
from this area and show their compositions to be very using CHANNEL@. Perthite grains were selected from
consistentbothwithinasampleandfromonesampleto the BSE map, and ECP were collected for 10 host-
the next (Pryer 1993b). The mean composition of K- flame sets in sample Y23l atd five pairs in sample
f-"1$* in all samples that contain flame perthite is Pl3gusingthebesi-developedflamesfromeachgrain.
94.55t1'.l5VoOt;whereasthatof albiteinallflames Flames must be wider than 10 pm to give a good
and mafrix grains is 97.55 X0.72Vo Ab. BSE and EC pattem that fills the entire field of view. The host
analyses were done at Leeds Univenity on a CAM- K-feldspar from the perthitic grains was indexed as
SCAN (Cambridge Insfiuments) Series 4 SEM incor- microcline @lasi et it. 1-9gq, aaa flame albite was
porating a dynamic Selected Area Diffraction (SAD) indexed as high albite @ew;f;t et al.1976). The reason
attachment and a KE Electronics 4-quadran! solid- for indexing ns high rather than low albite lvill be
state BSE detector. discussed below.
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In the preparation of polished thin-sections, the
surface topography is normally removed by succes-
sively finer grades of carborundum or diamond
abrasives. Howgver, this procedure leaves a severely
dgmaged surface-layer, called the Bilby layer, and must
be removed for elecfron channeling to be observed.
This can be done by chemical or elecfrochemical
polishing, or by a combination chemical and mechan-
ical polishing agent used with a standard polishing
machine. Details sf sample preparation are described
by Lloyd (1985) and Lloyd et al. (1981).

Indzrtng of ECPs

Until recently, in order to index patterns ofunknovrn
orientation, it was necessary to use spherical maps of
collected ECP images (e.9., Lloyd & Ferguson 1986)
or computer-drawn maps and a visual search to locate
the position of the unknown ECP. Computer-drawn
maps (e.9., Fig. 7) show only band edges and gtve no
information on intensity, which makes it difficult to
compare the ECP image from the SEM with the map.
SEM-ECP can now be indexed by the computer. In
this study, the software CHANNEL@ (Schmidt &
Olesen 1989) has been used; it requires inputs of 1) the
laue group of the mineral, and 2) the atomic species
and their positions. The computer-generated map
resides in memory along with the intensity informa-
tion. The patterns are indexed by digitizing two or
more bands, using o video print on a digitizing tablet,
or digitizing directly on the computer screen using a
video image collected from the SEM. Each ECP baud
is tansformed by the computer into a lattice plane with
a d-valae calculated from the band width. The com-
puter searches the calculatedECP map for amatch, and
the area selecled is shown on the computer monitor.
The match can then be examined before it is accepted.
Symmetry dictates the proportion of the reflection
sphere necessary for indexing and thereforeo the size
of the map that must be searched for indexing; the
triclinic symmetry of feldspars means that the entire
sphere of reflections must be considered.

Under normal OC mode, a BSE map of the entire
sample was collected. In sample P231, ECps were

REsulrs

Prefened orientation of K-feldspar
relative to the rockfabrtc

Based on the grains indexed (which represent 417o
of the feldspar grains with good ECPs), there is a weak
preferred orientation of crystallographic axes @ig. 8).
The interdependence ofthe fabrics is clearly illusfrated
in Figure 8; the a-axis maximum is normal to the D-axis
girdle, and the c-axis girdle ftends tbrough the gap in
the b-axis girdle. The obliquity of these paftems to the
)Z section may indicate that either the rock fabric is
triclinic or the section was not cut exactly normal to the
local I direction.

It is imFortant to note, however, that these data may
not be a representative sample of the feldspar popu-
lation. Because of cold-working in many of the grains,
a l-cm2 section produced good ECPs from only
120 grains larger than 100 pm. Of these, only 49 pat-
terns could be indexed. Since some orientations are
easier for CIIANNEL to identi$ than others, there may
be a bias n the 41,Vo of the patterns that could be
indexed. The problems with indexing feldspar ECPs,
discussed below" need to be addressed before a more
detailed analysis of the feldspar fabrics can be done
(e.9., separating populations of different grain-sizes
and morphologies).

Determin ation of prefened oientation
of theflames

The frends of the flames were measured in sections
cut parallel to the lineation (X direction) and perpen-
dicular to the foliation (Z direction) using photo-
micrographs from the BSE image map. The length and
orientation of each flame in sample P23l were
digitized by hand on a SummaGraphics digitizing
tablet and compiled; they show that there is a prefened
orientalion of flames relative to the S-Cfabric (Fig. 3).
Flames tend to form with their long axes normal to
S-foliation, and therefore parallel to the infened direc-
tion of maximum compression (o1).
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L
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L

Relativ e orientation of intergrowths

The similarity of the ECPs from the K-feldspar
(Figs. 9a"c) and the albite @gs. 9b, d) from individual
grains is sfriking. In Figure 9, the difference is approx-
imately 2' in both cases. The difference in orientation
of crystallographic axes for 15 host-flame pairs ranges
from 0 to 10"" with a mode of less than 5' Clable 1).
Stereoplots of the D crystallographic axes of the
15 host-flame pairs @ig. 10) show similar crystallo-
gaphio orientations in each host-flarne pair. Angular

Frc. 8. Crystallographic fabric diagrams for the tbree axes of
the 49 K-feldspar grains measured in sample Y)31. T\e
primitive circle of the net is the XZ plane and has the
orientation of Figure 2. The direction of the C foliation
divides the net vertically, a:rd L marls the direction of the
stretching lineation on the C plane. The a axes define a
broad maximum at090"140o, with a peak value differing
from the expected value, 4 by 3,7o; the b axis weakly
defines a partial girdle at 128"154" SW with a maximum
ofE+ 3.8o; the c axis defines apartial g;ndleat2l5"l66o
NW with a maximum of E + 5.1o. A significant peak for
clustered data on orientation with 50 points would be
E + 6.0o (Jowett & Robin 1988), so that taken indivi-
dually, these maxima would not be considered sipificant.
But because the a" b, and c axes are not independent of
each other, a true evaluation of significance should take all
three axes into account at the same time; the significance
level of a peak need not be as high as stated above. The
fabric diagrams were calculated and plotted witl the
prog&m SPHERISTAP. Contours shown correspond to
EandE+2o.

differences of the order of 5o are expected for two
reasons: (1) repeatedly indexing the same pattern
commonly yields differences of 2o, and (2) some
differences between crystallographic directions in
albite and microcline are expected owing to the differ-
ences of 0.5 to 3o in unit-cell angles. The crystallo-
gaphic relationship between host and lamellae can
thus be described as homotactic. The terrn homntaxy
carries no genetic implications. If two sets of lamellae
occur within a single K-feldspar host @g. 1c), homo-
taxy is observed in both sets @ig. 10, grain 1 13).
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Frc. 9. ECPs ofhost-flame pairs showing very similal patterns v/ith virtually identical orientations. (a),(b): P231, grain 111;
(c),(d): P139, grain 005. Mller indices shown for the reflectors inaged in the ECP are the same for both K-feldspar and
albite The curve in the (001) band ofthe K-feldsparpattern in (a) is a iasult ofhigh-temperarure defonnarion (hot-working).
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TABLE 1. ANGI,'I.ARDIFFERENCES
BBTWEEN CRYSTALITOGRAPHIC A:(ES

OFHOST.FLAME PAIRS

Determination of cry stallo graphic control
of inte r g r owth int erfac e

When working with rocts in section, it is never
possible to determine the complete orientation of a
planar feature; only the line ofintersectior between the
plane of interest and the plane of the section, i.e.,
the trace, can be determined accurately. To deterrnine
the plane of the flame-host interface within the
K-feldspar, the tend of a flame ftace in the BSE image
of each perthite grain was measured relative to a
reference axis (the edge ofthe photograph). The orien-
tations of the ftaces measured were plotted as points on
the perimeter of an equal-mea net @ig. l1); the peri-
meter of the net in this case represents the plane of the
BSE image. T\e a, b and c axes of the host grain given
by CHANNELQ also were plotted. The trend of the
flarne and the crystallographic axes of the host were
rotated as linear elements to bring the b axis to the
vertical position and then the a axis parallel to
the right-hand side of the horizontal axis of the

Sample

Pl39@1
w2
@3
004
005

P23l ul
rt2
113
tt4
l15
116
Lt1
1r8
119
L2n

Av€rage

1100I

5
7
f,

2
6
1
4
3
t
2

{
2
5
l0

4.1

t0101

5
7
I
6
7
3
2
2
4
6
4
0
3
5
)

4.6

t0011

3
I
5
6
2
2
6
3
4
6
4
5
3
3
10

4
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P231 P139

Fro. 10. Lower hemisphere, qpal-area-net representation of the orientation of the b axes of all measured host-flame pain.
The orientation of the net is the same as in Figure 9. O : K-feldspar; + : Albite. Numbers adjacent to each pair of symbols
are grain numbers. The maximum angular difference between host and flame is 5".

Flo. 11. Dishibution of the flame traces on the plane of the
section after rotation of crystallographic axes into coin-
cidence. Flame trends, which are linear measurements,
define a great circle parallel to the D axis and -9" from
the c axis, i.e., the same orientation as normal perthite.
The b axis is in the center of the stereonet; a and c are
within 2.5o of the primitive circle in the directions shown.
The dashed great circle represents the plane of the
maximum and minimum eigenvectors calculated from the
data points by SPHERISTAT, using the Jacobi method
(e.g., Cheeney 1983).

stereonet. This procedure was repeated on separate nets
for each of the perthitic grains analyzed. Once all of the
rotations were completed, all flarne fiends were fraced
onto one stereoplot (Frg. 11) to check for any consis-
tency in orientation. The frends of the flame tips define
a grcat circle appoximately 9o from the c axis and
paratlel to the & axis, which corresponds closely to the
6rientation of the direction of minimum misfit between
the structures of the two feldspar crystals in perthile
(Smitl 1961). In the few cases where more than one set
of flames occur within a single grain, the trend of each
set wa$ measrue{ but there are not enough data to
determine if a secondary preferred orientation exists,
although some minor sets occur parallel to cleavage
planes.

Dscusstott

Orientation of flames relative to the rockfabric

The preferred orientation of the flames relative to
the axes of finite strain in the host rock @ig. 3) indi-
cales that there is a contol on the replacement process
related to the orientation of grains within the structural
frame of reference. As the flames also have a crystallo-
graphically controlled growth-plane, it therefore
follows that the host K-feldspar must have a specific
crystallographic orientation within the local stress-fi eld
in order to develop flames. Further discussion of this
relationship and a detailed physical model for the

oolGl-
004

Oom

ttt* 
e t*

Wfr' o11?
+
O 120

o ,
o /

o l
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l o

l o
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growth of albite flarnes are presented in Pryer (1993b)
and Pryer & Robin (1.992).

Relative ortefiation of host and lamcllae

The preferred orientation of the flames within the
K-feldspar crystal (Fig. 11) is the same as in oonormal"

perthite: parallel to the direction of minimum lattice
misfit between the albite and K-feldspar structures pre-
dicted by both the 'bptimal" phase-boundary theory
@ollmann & Nissen 1968) and the coherency model,
based on minimization of sfain energy (e.g., Robin
1974).Pryet & Robin (1992) argued that the growth of
the albite occurs by replacemenl of K by Na without
migration of Si, Al and O. The homotaxic relationship
between these two feldspar phases suggests that
the albite uses the existing Al-Si framework of the
K-feldspar, and the ,homotaxic relationship can be
specified as topotaxy. Pryer &'Robin (1992) proposed
a model in which coherent propagation of a flame tip
results in the topotaxic relationship observed.

Origin of the prefened orientation of K-fel.dspar

The deformation of these rocks took place at mid-
greenschist-grade conditions, well below the tempera-
ture necessary to significantly activate any slip systems
in feldspars; the main mechanism of deformation in the
feldspars is brittle fracture. Any nonrandom fabric
must therefore result from a grain-shape fabric. The
preferred orienlation in the K-feldspar fabric diagrams
(Frg. 8) must be related to the preferred orientation of
fracture-fragments of feldspar within the mylonite, as
feldspar fracturing is strongly dictated by the cleavage
(001) perfecg (010) goodl. Fractures in sample F231
are sfrongly antithetic (Pryer 1993a Fig. 6), oriented at
45o to the C-plane subparallel to the S-foliation. If the
fabric were completely controlled by the (001)
cleavage, the resulting c-axis fabric would be a small-
circle distribution of 20o to 30o about a direction 45o
from the C-plane, normal to the fracture-fragments.
The maximum in the c-axis diagram (Fig. 8c) is in this
position. As the orientatious measured were not all
derived from cleavage fragments, tlis alignment of
fragments can only be partly responsible for the over-
all fabric. As pointed out eadiero these data may be
biased by the indexing, and more data are required to
allow further speculation on the crystallographic fabric
of these rocks.

Probkms with indexing feldspars

The success rate in indexing the feldspars in this
study is low and should be discussed. hoblems with
the piedicted ECPs remain. For example, with the
structural parameters used here, some predicted band-
intensities for third- and higher-order reflections are
stronger ttran observed. Converselyo some bands

are observed in the ECPs with a higher intensity than
predicted. The possibility that the soruce of these
discrepancies arises from the model of elecfron inter-
actions used in CHANNEL is under investigation.
However, these differences may be due to a number of
causes that also plague other methods of sftucture
determinations in feldspars. (1) The degree oforder in
the feldspars analyzed could be different from the
degree of order assumed in the input file. In natural
feldspars, particulady orthoclase, local and long-range
variations in degree of order are cornmon (e.9., Smith
1974), (2) The effects on ECPs of submicromefric
twinning, and consequent pseudomonoclinic symmetry
(C%m), in albite, and of twinning and tweed stuctures
in K-feldspar are trot known. Manifestations of these
subsfiuctures may be either atr average of the structure
or a superposition of local ECPs.

Indexing is also affected by spatial variability in
,composition and degree of order. The pattern collected
at one point in one grain may be diffe(ent from that of
another poinq so that some ECPs are more exact
matches to the predicted pattern.

In addition, the feldspars examined here are derived
from mylonite zones, and axe therefore expected to be
deformed. The effect of cold working is a loss of sharp-
ness in the ECP, which results in a difference in band
widths. Hot working causes curved bands; as a result,
the orientations chosen when digitizing the bands can
vary by several degrees. ECPs from areas in which
the crystal is obviously damaged are generally not
indexable. But it is also possible for the damage to be
such that a good pattern is obtained, yet is still suffi-
ciently distorted to prevent indexing. The version of
CHANNEL used here requires a precision in diffrac-
tion angles ofminutes ofdegrees; subsequent versions
require less precision and index much more quickly
with no loss of accuracy.

Indexing the albite was a problem. Attempts to
index the ECPs based on the parameters of Amelia low
albite (Harlow & Brown 1980) were unsuccessful.
Partial success was achieved with those of the synthetic
high albile of hewitt et al. (1976), in that some of the
reflection bands were idenffied. But the exact position
of the ECP along that band was located only after some
manual searching of the ECP map. In our view, the
slightly better results achieved with the high albite
model do not imply that the albite flames a1s high
albite. For one or more reasons, most likely submicro-
metric twinning, defotmation, or chemical composi-
tion, the ECPs obtained were identified more readily by
CHANNEL vrith the high albite model. It must be
pointed out that once an ECP is idenffied the pattem
is unique and unambiquous. Whereas CHANNEL is
confused by small differences in unit-cell par,rmeters,
an experienced operator could, with much patience,
index albite with a microcline ECP map (see Fig. 9).

The problems with ECP analysis of feldspars are
complex and beyond the scope of this study. Our aim
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was to show the applicability of SEM-EC to a geo-
logical problem that could not be handled easily by any
other single method, Le., to determine feldspar crystal-
lographic orientations with micrometric resolution,
without losing any spatial information. One possible
way to address these problems is with preliminary
analysis using the TEM. Electron-difaaction pattems
provide cell dimensions specific to the mea analyzed,
thag along with X-ray chemical analysis, can be used
0o create the input flle for the indexing softwarc. The
Kikuchi patterns obtained might then provide a test of
the ECP model. TEM can also directly image twinning
and dislocations and can therefore test the effect these
have on the Kikuchi pattern.

CoNCLUSIoNS

SEM electon-channeling pattems can be used to
determine the- crystallographic orientation of perthite
intergrowthq while retaining spatial information.
Indexed ECPS give both the relative orientations of the
two phase3 and the crystallogmphic fabric in the host
rock. Themethodis ideally suitedforthis type of work,
(i.e., orientation relationships of mineral intergrowths
such as in flame perthite) and is the only single ana:
lytical method available from which all the orientation
relationships desired can be determined on a large
number of grains. However, the problems with index-
ing ECPs of feldspars need to be addressed before
fte SEM-EC can become a routine tool to study tlie
feldspars.

Using SEM-ECPs, host-flame structures in flame
pertbite are found to be essentially topotaxic, suggest-
ing that albite flames grow by dhect Na-for-K replace-
ment in a continuous Al-Si framework. Albite flames
in K-feldspar ar,e most often seen to grow along the
oonormal" perthite orientation, which is also the pre-
dicted orientation for minimum boundary-energy or for
minimum elastic sfrain-energy between these two
phases. Rarely, flames follow other orientations that
may correspond to cleavage planes or fractures. The
prefened orientation of the flames relative to the stain
fabric in the host rock, combined with the preferred
growth-plane within the K-feldspar structureo indicate
that replacement occurs in those grains in which the
plane for ohormal" perthite is oriented parallel to
the extemally applied maximum principal stress.
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